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Medical Device Startup
Funding Environment Strong
Despite Pandemic
Startup Funding Up In Q2 Despite 84% Q/Q Drop
In Medical Device M&A Activity
Medical device startup funding activity remains strong in 1H 2020
despite the pandemic and an overall drop in medical device M&A
activity. Medical device startups globally raised $4.3 billion in Q2
2020, up from $3.1 billion in Q1 according to CB Insights.
Medical device M&A volume was down 84% Q/Q in Q2 2020 versus
an overall healthcare M&A volume decline of 57%.
A variety of factors are supporting underlying funding demand for
medical device startups. First, long-term demand fundamentals
remain favorable due to aging demographics found across much
of the developed world. This trend points to further health care
spending growth in the years to come.
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Second, interest rates globally remain unusually low and
historically elevated equity PE ratios imply that investor risk
appetite remains high. Both dynamics lower the
opportunity cost of capital and create a favorable funding
environment for startups.
Third, COVID-19 has caused an increase in the demand for
health care innovation due to the substantial number of
changes to the health care delivery process. Although it
remains unclear which changes will become permanent the Health Care Trends Normalizing
Health care activity dropped by significant amounts in
acceleration in health care innovation is likely to boost
the spring due to state issued stay at home orders.
investor interest in health care startups.
According to health insurance company United Health
medical costs fell to roughly 60% of normal levels.
Medtech Funding Example - Epipole
Epipole, a retinal imaging specialist sucessfully raised $1.9
million in June as the company prepares to launch its video As of the company's July 15th earnings conference call
activity is now at 90% of normal levels. The company
ophthalmoscope in the U.S. market.
expects a return to growth sometime in the second
half of 2020.
Epipole’s patented technology enables clinicians to scan
the retina using real-time video and then extract high
quality images for further examination. They are smaller
and less expensive than conventional desktop systems.
Public Company Trends
Although funding conditions for startups remain strong,
financial results for many large publicly traded medical
device makers remain weak. Stryker net sales decreased by
24% in its most recent quarter.

Health insurance provider Anthem believes that there
is still significant pent-up demand for health care
services and projects slight demand growth over preCOVID levels by the end of this year.
The below Google Trends search volume data directionally
confirms United Health and Anthem's health care volume
comments related to current activity levels.

“Our second-quarter sales declined organically by 24%,
reflecting the impacts of COVID-19 across all geographies
and the majority of our product lines,” Kevin Lobo, Stryker
and CEO said on a recent earnings conference call.
Additionally, the company suspended guidance for next
year due to uncertainty related to COVID-19.

Long-Term Medical Device Fundamentals Remain
Strong Despite Short-Term Challenges
www.vestedmetals.net

Metallurgical Minute
By Fred McMann, Metallurgist
This article is intended to be an
introduction to Austenitic Stainless
Steel
Austenitic stainless steel is possibly the most
recognizable family of SS alloys. I like to refer to
them as Kitchen Sink type materials because one
immediately thinks of the family kitchen sink (301
stainless) and its resistance to corrosion and
durability.

The grades are alloyed with Chromium, Nickel and
sometimes Molybdenum, Titanium, and other
elements to give different levels of corrosion
resistance, formability, machinability, and
durability.

LATEST METALLURGICAL
INNOVATIONS
Brazilian machinery supplier Kampag developed a
high performance feeding module using wear
resistant steel that increases soy yields. “In

This family of SS is not thermally

hardenable but can be cold worked to achieve
some decent strength levels.

traditional feeders, we noticed that the components
responsible for moving the soybeans between the
entry of the machine and the axial rotor had a design
that would obstruct the natural and continuous flow.

18-8 is a common nickname for 304 type SS and
that means 18% chromium, and 8% nickel.
Austenitics fall into this base chemistry.

Most

The

corrosion resistance of this family is categorized as
good to very good.

They generated interruptions, which would damage
the beans. So, we tried to create the new design of
the modulus, changing the shape of the blades that
are responsible for feeding the machine,” says
Kampag Managing Director Vanderlei Kamphorst.

There are a few grades in this family which
are bio-compatible and implantable which are in
the 316 grouping. Product offerings can be in pipe,
tubing, machining bar, strip and plate.

I also want

to mention that this family is essentially nonmagnetic, depending on chemistry and mill
processing.

Stainless Steel Grades
Explained Video
[8 Minutes]

What We're Reading
New Research Pushes Boundaries In Metals Printing
Liquid Metal Research Invokes 'Terminator' film - but much friendlier
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Titanium Trends

Excerpts and Chart From Chris Olin's July Tier4 Research Note
Based on the analysis of all end-user inputs, we estimated Western World consumption growth at down
11-12% y/y (for 2Q), which was worse than the the +1-2% market calculation offered after the
final sequence of 1Q checks. Basic math implies a 1H20 growth environment of down 5-6 y/y, translating
to 112M pounds of mill demand (or 225M pounds of annualized WW consumption). If we include the
pressures, the demand calculation for the titanium mills would be down 17-19% y/y in 2Q20.

What We're Reading
Lincotek Additive: State-of-the-art Additive Production Center For Medical
Applications
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Vested Metals Inventory Update
Featured Items
17-4 H900 Stainless Bar:
Used in applications requiring high strength and a moderate level of corrosion resistance.
Principal applications include surgical instruments and turbine blades.
Stocked in a pre-hardened condition to save downstream time for aging final parts.
6Al-4V ELI Titanium Plate:
The ELI (extra low interstitials) variant has moderately high tensile strength, good fatigue strength,
and high resistance to general corrosion.
Principal applications include medical implants and instrumentation, jet and engine rocket
components and automotive components.

In Stock - Ready To Ship

Waterjet Cutting

Titanium
6AI-4V ELI Plate & Round Bar
6AI-4V Plate & Round Bar
Stainless
316 LVM Flat Bar
420 Mod Round Bar
455 Round Bar
17-4 & 17-4 H900 Round Bar
C465 Round Bar

Highly versatile - Waterjet machines can
cut most metals up to 18 inches thick
Tight tolerances - Some material/thickness:
+0.0625 inches
Clean edges, no burns
For in house material we can fill orders as
quickly as 2 days

Vested Metals Line Card

What We're Reading
Development of a 3-D titanium-based structure to improve bone implants
J&J Alters Plans for Surgical Robotics Platform
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Macro Trends

High Frequency Economic Indicators Of Interest
The Weekly Economic Index is composed of ten
daily and weekly indicators of real economic
activity, scaled to align with the four-quarter
GDP growth rate.

Initial jobless claims represent a first-time
filing by an unemployed individual.

OpenTable's "State of the Industry" report shows
Y/Y growth in seated diners at restaurants on the
OpenTable network across channels: online
reservations, phone reservations, and walk-ins.

TSA checkpoint data measure air travel volume
in the U.S.

What We're Reading
Independent Hospitals Struggling Financially During the Pandemic
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Vested Metals Overview
Vested Metals International is a certified customer centric metals
supplier focused on locating hard to find metals. We provide
various grades of titanium, stainless steel and a range of other
metals. Industries we serve include medical, industrial, defense
and aerospace.

Contact Vested Metal's Executive Team To Learn More

VIV HELWIG - CEO
Viv founded Vested Metals in 2014 and has 10+ years
of experience in the metals industry.
Under Viv's leadership, Vested Metals earned a spot on
Inc Magazine's 5000 fastest growing companies list two
years in a row (2019 and 2020). In 2019, the Jacksonville
Business Journal named Viv to its "Ultimate CEO" list.

JOHN PULLIAM - COO

Contact Information

Phone: 904-495-7278
E-mail: vhelwig@vestedmetals.net

John is one of Vested Metal's founding investors and has
10+ years of experience as a financial professional
including 5 years of experience successfully managing a
hedge fund.
He earned a degree from Columbia Business School and
has experience investing in commodities including copper,
oil & gas, and precious metals.

Contact Information

Phone: 317-450-1832
E-mail: jpulliam@vestedmetals.net

Click To See Vested Metal's Line Card
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